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On the 23rd  of February ,the year of our Lord 2021,,The   

ZIMBABWE RESISTANCE MOVEMENT ,was formed, following 

series  of engagements and consultations among national 

stakeholders with different political ideologies and totems to 



reclaim Zimbabwe from vagaries of the current regime’s 

economic mismanagement ,corruption ,miss-governance 

,undermining of the rule of law ,abuse of human rights and 

violation of democratic principles  

 

The first ZRM  stakeholders meeting was held virtually on the  

21st February 2021 where 14 political parties youth leaders and 

44 Civil Society Youth organizations took stock of the progress 

made towards the attainment of a free ,better and progressive 

Zimbabwe for all. The stakeholders also received reports from all 

members countrywide. The stakeholders noted with great 

disbelief that the government is desperately persecuting and  

arresting activists and opposition  elements wantonly around the 

country as well trying to implicate western embassies in their 

failure to deliver on the promises they made to the people . 

The military regime has gone too far .We have long allowed these 

gluttons free reign over our country and our resources. This 

cannot be allowed to go on  . Emmerson Mnangagwa, 

Constantine Guveya Chiwenga and the sex pervert Kembo 

Mohadi need to be stopped  now . 

 

The time has come for us as Zimbabweans to pull together and 

rid our country of  these old selfish thieves . ZRM calls on a 

resolute national  action against  the Military regime . It doesn't  

matter who you are or who you are not ,it doesn't  matter where 

you are ,your station in life ,your religion, your background  .It is 

now time to pull as one towards final and total ungovernability.It is 

not just us ,even future generations are dependent on what we do 

or don't do now . 



 

The Zimbabwe Resistance Movement  Therefore,  

.Condemns in the strongest terms the wanton arrest and 

detention of activists and opposition elements on trumped up 

charges meant to criminalize their civil mandate .  

 

.We Demand an immediate return to the rule of law 

,constitutionalism and decapturing of the Judicial System . 

 

·  Urges state security agents to be professional and move away 

from serving the interests of the ruling elite at the expense of 

suffering Zimbabweans. 

 

·  Urges youths from all corners of Zimbabwe to take the initiative 

and put pressure on Emmerson Mnangagwa and his government 

in their communities and other spaces that they occupy. 

 

. We demand That the president steps down with immediate 

effect and pave way for the progress of the country 

.We demand the government  to stop the eviction of the chilonga 

/chiredzi people .The evection illegal and satanic .The millitary 

regime must respect the people’s rights ,failure to do so the ZRM 

will dissent on it . 

 

This is a call for  urgent  and decisive action to everyone of us in 

and outside the country to put an end to Zanupf madness, 



thievery and selfishness. In few coming days ,The ZRM will 

collaborate with every Zimbabwean in leading massive and 

unannounced demonstrations and protests against the errant 

government of Emmerson Mnangagwa.    We are giving 

Emmerson  Mnangagwa  an ultimatum  of 7 days to respond to 

this call or else we will dissent on him and his Military  regime.   

When that decisive and historic moment is rolled out ,be sure to 

be counted  . 

 

Thank you  

Zimbabwe Resistance Movement…#StandingForJustice  

 

Elvis Mugari  

ZRM Chairperson  


